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Successful Marathon
More than 3,500 participated in the third annual Marathon for Catholic Schools last
Saturday, Oct 2, at Highland Park. Those interested were encouraged to run the
six-mile course, or. they could walk, jog, bike, or even roller skate i t Mike Walker,
president of the Rochester Federation of Catholic School Parents, estimatedtiMuV"maybe $75,000" was raised through sponsorship of those participating.
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Playing
God
There's an ugly tendency
among many religious

people to search out pounds
oh which they can condemn
others.
We see it in some of the
inhuman condemnations of
the Ayatollah Khomeini.
We find it in some of the
cruel social punishments of
the puritan communities.
We certainty find it in some
of the gross abuses of the
Catholic inquisition/
And it's still with us.
Just yesterday I read a
strange interview with a
Roman cardinal in which
the interviewers clearly tried
to get him to condemn a
wild assortment of people:
the four nuns in New
Hampshire who are suing
their bishop, marriage courts
which are too lenient,
Teilhard de Chardin, priests
who take liberties with the
liturgy, and others.
Here I'm not talking
about the rightness or
wrongness of any of these,
people. I'm talking about
that need, among religious
(people,-to find grounds on
which they can condemn the
actions of others.
Several sources of this
tendency occur to me.
One is the perfectly
reasonable fear that innocent people might be
misled and hurt by
erroneous and damaging
ideas presented in attractive
guise.
But if we look'deeper into
ourselves, into some of the
darker corners of our lives, I
think we can recognize other
motives.
Passing judgment on the
error. and immorality of
others enhances my own
sense of righteousness; it
puffs up my own intellectual
and moral superiority. It
feeds my pride — and for
most of us the addiction of
our pride, is everybit as great
as an addiction to drugs.
Such judgments also
protect me against, fear and
insecurity.
We yearn for a security

blanket which will give us a
Tirm assurance of clear and
certain answers — even
when we know that it might
not be easy to live to the
demands of those answers.
Some fundamentalists
find this security in the
literal wording of isolated
passages in" scripture. Those
of us who are middle-aged
Catholics found it in expressions such as: "Rome
has spoken," "the church
teaches," or even "Sister
said..."
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Rochester will honor Bob
Wanzer, head coach at St
John- Fishec College*, at the
group's, annual sports dinner
6:30 pjn.,
Saturday;Nov.6,
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event, the Polish -i Falcon
Sports Award "is presented
each year toa person whom
the: committee feels has
contributed the most.in the
field of sports irti Monroe
County- or has. been an inspiration to area youth."
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.Past winners 'include Ed
Nietopski, Joanne
Keyser and
Morrie Silver. ;
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Scholarship
BaU Planned
The Italian Women's Civic
Club Jias scheduled the Dante
Scholarship- Benefit Ball .for
Saturday, Oct. 2 J, ^at the
Holiday Inn Dowritown.
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The affair will go toward
scholarships, for three
students, one at Nazareth
College; one at St JohnFfeher
and One at the University of
Rochester.
.„'•'-••
A 6:30 p.m. champagne
hour will begin ^J^tivities,
fcJlowedbydinnerat7:30and
dancing at 9 p.m., Tickets
are
?,

$30 a person.
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- Further information' and:
tickets are ava^labteffbnvMrs.
Heather Aff^r#Mt 6*»1J88'
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FUNERAL DIRECTOR

Stella Maris
to benefit Camp Stella'loans
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